
Nuggendorf News 

Princes Dead , Best Friend Missing 

When interviewed  at the scene, most villagers 

were left shaken in their beds. People say it 

was as if an earthquake had hit the town. The 

villagers shouted “ I was so frightened , I could  

have die right on the spot.” Everyone s dis-

turbed by the current events. When interview-

ing the Philosopher said” I cant believe that 

someone has died in such an eccentric way.” 

Rumours say the ground has a crack in it be-

cause of the sledge. This was the only guard 

that we could interview and he said” I was so 

scared when the horses were galloping with 

full speed. Princess Mariposa has declined to 

comment. 

Terror griped the community when the royal sledge 

came zooming towards the palace. Rumours say 

that Prince Otto is  stark dead. It is reported that 

the Baron Stelgratz ( A well respected , trusted  

friend)  is mysteriously . Prince Florian is thankfully 

alive. The village of Nuggendorf is  forever in 

mourn. 

At approximately  12 PM the alarm was 

raised and alerted the guards. As soon as 

they found about it was the royal sledge  the 

gates were raised. Witnesses said that the 

horses were mad with fear and that their 

mouths were foaming .At 12:45 PM Prince 

Otto was declared dead. Mysteriously  Baron 

Stelgratz  failed to come back with them and 

is now still  missing. The royal physician was 

called urgently. At 1 PM it was  discovered 

that Prince Otto's heart was replaced by 

clockwork. Thankfully  Prince Florian was 

safe and sound in the palace. The guards 

discovered  that Prince Florian was on the 

ground wrapped in a cloth.   

Police have told us that they are investi-

gating the situation. At  present, no sus-

pect has been identified but PC Hoffman 

(a well respected friend) has been search-

ing for witnesses. 
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